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Simos Anagnostakis, P. G. Michaelides,Simos Anagnostakis, P. G. Michaelides,

‘‘Laboratory of Educational RoboticsLaboratory of Educational Robotics’’

An undergraduate course for Primary Education Teacher - StudentsAn undergraduate course for Primary Education Teacher - Students

    the HSci 2006 - 3the HSci 2006 - 3rdrd International Conference on Hands-on Science, 4th - 9th International Conference on Hands-on Science, 4th - 9th

September, 2006, Braga, Portugal, proceedings published by University of Minho, pp 329-334.September, 2006, Braga, Portugal, proceedings published by University of Minho, pp 329-334.
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Results of a Test-Teaching Results of a Test-Teaching ––  StudentsStudents’’ response response (continued) (continued)::

1.-Write briefly your impressions from the course.1.-Write briefly your impressions from the course.  Students found the course:Students found the course:

interesting (very interesting, most interesting),interesting (very interesting, most interesting),

creative,creative,

different from the courses they were used to,different from the courses they were used to,

a nice experience,a nice experience,

useful.useful.

2.-What you think you will remember from this course 5 years from now.2.-What you think you will remember from this course 5 years from now.

The team work,The team work,

A pleasant course,A pleasant course,

The construction,The construction,

Our efforts and time devoted to solve construction Our efforts and time devoted to solve construction –– programming problems, programming problems,

The contest,The contest,

The new ideas (1 answer),The new ideas (1 answer),

Nothing (1 answer).Nothing (1 answer).
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Results of a Test-Teaching Results of a Test-Teaching ––  StudentsStudents’’ response response (continued) (continued)::

3.-Write up to 2 of the best characteristics of the course.3.-Write up to 2 of the best characteristics of the course.

teamwork,teamwork,

useful,useful,

creative creative –– intelligence  intelligence –– originality (in 18 out of the 22 questionnaires), originality (in 18 out of the 22 questionnaires),

pleasant,pleasant,

practice work.practice work.

4.-Write the worst characteristics of the course.4.-Write the worst characteristics of the course.

A lot time (10 out of 22),A lot time (10 out of 22),

not enough materials,not enough materials,

no manuals in Greek,no manuals in Greek,

not detailed guidance (4 out of 22),not detailed guidance (4 out of 22),

sending reports every week was tiresome,sending reports every week was tiresome,

‘‘no bad or worst characteristics it simply requires more time than other coursesno bad or worst characteristics it simply requires more time than other courses’’ - -1 answer.1 answer.
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Results of a Test-Teaching Results of a Test-Teaching ––  StudentsStudents’’ response response (continued) (continued)::

5.-The guidance was sufficient? 5.-The guidance was sufficient?   (Yes/No). (Yes/No). 22 out of 22 Yes.22 out of 22 Yes.

6.-Write up to two of the best characteristics of the guidance.6.-Write up to two of the best characteristics of the guidance.

helpful remarks,helpful remarks,

always present,always present,

patience,patience,

Socratic Method.Socratic Method.

7.-Write the worst characteristics of the guidance.7.-Write the worst characteristics of the guidance.

no detailed guidance (we had to complete the task ourselves),no detailed guidance (we had to complete the task ourselves),

no praise on our efforts,no praise on our efforts,

left to follow wrong threads without early warning.left to follow wrong threads without early warning.
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Results of a Test-Teaching Results of a Test-Teaching ––  StudentsStudents’’ response response (continued) (continued)::

8.-Was there cooperation in the group? 8.-Was there cooperation in the group?   (Yes/No). (Yes/No). 20 Yes,  2 No.20 Yes,  2 No.

9.-Write up to two of the best characteristic in your group.9.-Write up to two of the best characteristic in your group.

effectiveness,effectiveness,

enthusiasm,enthusiasm,

teamwork,teamwork,

mutual assistance,mutual assistance,

understanding,understanding,

none (none (in the 2 that said No to the previous questionin the 2 that said No to the previous question).).

10.-Write the worst characteristics in your group.10.-Write the worst characteristics in your group.

none (none (7 out of the 227 out of the 22),),

disputes,disputes,

trying to impose decisions,trying to impose decisions,

fixed responsibilities (fixed responsibilities (in one casein one case),),

many persons (many persons (in one casein one case).).

No reply No reply from one of the students who answered no cooperationfrom one of the students who answered no cooperation

no teamwork-disputes-trying to impose decisions-no respect to other opinionsno teamwork-disputes-trying to impose decisions-no respect to other opinions’’..
from the other student who answered no cooperationfrom the other student who answered no cooperation
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Results of a Test-Teaching Results of a Test-Teaching ––  StudentsStudents’’ response response (continued) (continued)::

11.-What was missing from this course?11.-What was missing from this course?

more detailed guidance,more detailed guidance,

manuals in Greek,manuals in Greek,

shortage for some materials,shortage for some materials,

a more spacious laboratory,a more spacious laboratory,

links with other departments teaching this course to exchange ideas (links with other departments teaching this course to exchange ideas (in 1 out of the 22in 1 out of the 22).).

12.-What was surplus in this course?12.-What was surplus in this course?

nothing (in 9 out of the 22),nothing (in 9 out of the 22),

the weekly reports,the weekly reports,

the demands to improve our artefacts,the demands to improve our artefacts,

the theory (in 2 out of the 22).the theory (in 2 out of the 22).

13.-What issues should also cover this course?13.-What issues should also cover this course?

none (in 7 out of the 22),none (in 7 out of the 22),

more theory including the context and its role in pedagogy,more theory including the context and its role in pedagogy,

use of other equipment also,use of other equipment also,

smart home should be a common project for the whole class (in 2 out of the 22),smart home should be a common project for the whole class (in 2 out of the 22),

‘‘Coffee and snacks (!)Coffee and snacks (!)’’ (in 1 out of the 22). (in 1 out of the 22).
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Results of a Test-Teaching Results of a Test-Teaching ––  StudentsStudents’’ response response (continued) (continued)::

14.-Would you recommend this course to your fellow-students?14.-Would you recommend this course to your fellow-students?  (Yes/No). (Yes/No). 22 Yes.22 Yes.

15.-Would you choose another course of a similar type?15.-Would you choose another course of a similar type?  (Yes/No). (Yes/No). 21 Yes, 1 no reply.21 Yes, 1 no reply.

16.-Do you think you could teach such a subject in school?16.-Do you think you could teach such a subject in school?  (Yes/No). (Yes/No). 15 Yes, 7 No.15 Yes, 7 No.

17.-Justify your previous answer.17.-Justify your previous answer.

Yes because:Yes because:

it is not so difficult it is not so difficult –– it is within the abilities of the students and mine ( it is within the abilities of the students and mine (in 12 of the 15 yesin 12 of the 15 yes).).

Yes provided there exist the infrastructure Yes provided there exist the infrastructure parts, equipment, computers, laboratory, time parts, equipment, computers, laboratory, time …… ( (inin

33),),

Yes provided that there is adequate preparation and more training (Yes provided that there is adequate preparation and more training (in 1 of the 15 yesin 1 of the 15 yes).).

No because:No because:

with the current situation in (Greek) schools there is no infrastructure,with the current situation in (Greek) schools there is no infrastructure,

it is outside the culture, it is very demanding, it is time consuming, it is very difficult,it is outside the culture, it is very demanding, it is time consuming, it is very difficult,

I do not learned the programming.I do not learned the programming.
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Results of a Test-Teaching Results of a Test-Teaching ––  StudentsStudents’’ response response (continued) (continued)::

18.-Add any other relevant comments you think appropriate.18.-Add any other relevant comments you think appropriate.  (10 replies)(10 replies)..

amusing, interesting,amusing, interesting,

I think you should have encouraged us more as it was totally unknown to us,I think you should have encouraged us more as it was totally unknown to us,

at the beginning I was afraid but I do not regret choosing it at the beginning I was afraid but I do not regret choosing it –– it was hard work but it was hard work but

worthy,worthy,

it was the most amusing course we had it was the most amusing course we had –– in its negative are your criticism giving the in its negative are your criticism giving the

impression you did not value our efforts,impression you did not value our efforts,

I liked the teaching approach, the friendly within the group and with the teachers I liked the teaching approach, the friendly within the group and with the teachers –– in in

general the nicer and most interesting seminar,general the nicer and most interesting seminar,

it should have only two persons per group,it should have only two persons per group,

next time more parts (in 3 of the 10 replies),next time more parts (in 3 of the 10 replies),

constructive, original. Good to be introduced in schools,constructive, original. Good to be introduced in schools,

constructive and creative for school students who could learn in parallel Science,constructive and creative for school students who could learn in parallel Science,

Mathematics and Information Technology.Mathematics and Information Technology.
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Some Comments (Some Comments (analysis still going onanalysis still going on):):

The course objectives have been met successfully:The course objectives have been met successfully:

Students became familiar with the concept of robot and its possible uses.Students became familiar with the concept of robot and its possible uses.

Students learned the basic principles of assembling and programming a robot.Students learned the basic principles of assembling and programming a robot.

Students learned to locate areas where a robot may be used and plan its implementation.Students learned to locate areas where a robot may be used and plan its implementation.

Students had the opportunity to develop problem solving skills.Students had the opportunity to develop problem solving skills.

This is supported also from the, negative for some students, comments of them, that they missed detailedThis is supported also from the, negative for some students, comments of them, that they missed detailed

guidance or that they  were left to follow wrong threads (see 4-7 above) more detailed guidance.guidance or that they  were left to follow wrong threads (see 4-7 above) more detailed guidance.

On the management and delivery of the course problems were located:On the management and delivery of the course problems were located:

expected due to the initially planned test teaching on a small scale - they are under study.expected due to the initially planned test teaching on a small scale - they are under study.

limited number of kits limited number of kits –– more than large number of students per group more than large number of students per group

purchase of more kits on a variety of component partspurchase of more kits on a variety of component parts

 however, more groups  however, more groups  increased teachers increased teachers’’ workload workload

no manuals in Greek no manuals in Greek  translation,  translation, however:however:

not a problem actually,not a problem actually,

preference of a trial and error approach or of teacherspreference of a trial and error approach or of teachers’’ help  help (even if manuals in Greek existed).(even if manuals in Greek existed).
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Some Comments (Some Comments (analysis still going onanalysis still going on)) (continued) (continued)::

On the management and delivery of the course problems were locatedOn the management and delivery of the course problems were located (continued) (continued)::

the course needs a lot of time the course needs a lot of time  some thinking required some thinking required

studentsstudents’’ workload is high  workload is high as already the students have indicatedas already the students have indicated

However:However:

normal workload normal workload 1 teaching hour corresponds to 1-2 hours of homework (1 teaching hour corresponds to 1-2 hours of homework (a reasonable assumption)a reasonable assumption)

no student worked in the Laboratory for more than three hoursno student worked in the Laboratory for more than three hours
in excess of the three teaching hours per week.in excess of the three teaching hours per week.

Consequently, Consequently, the higher workload may be subjective feeling, due tothe higher workload may be subjective feeling, due to::

homework had to be done in thehomework had to be done in the Laboratory during work hours Laboratory during work hours
not in home at any convenient hournot in home at any convenient hour

  lending the robot kits to students could be a remedy at an increase to the courselending the robot kits to students could be a remedy at an increase to the course’’s logistics s logistics 

homework had to be done in time for the next teaching sessionhomework had to be done in time for the next teaching session
while in other courses this could possibly be left for a later time while in other courses this could possibly be left for a later time –– even till the examinations even till the examinations

a view supported by the studentsa view supported by the students’’ comments on the weekly reports monitoring homework comments on the weekly reports monitoring homework

studystudy
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Some Comments (Some Comments (analysis still going onanalysis still going on)) (continued) (continued)::

Balance between theoretical context Balance between theoretical context –– practice work  practice work –– school curriculum: school curriculum:

closer connection between the robot assembly techniques and underlying Science concepts,closer connection between the robot assembly techniques and underlying Science concepts,

balanced level of detail for the guidance on the actual practice work is essential,balanced level of detail for the guidance on the actual practice work is essential,

the sophistication required on the robots constructed should balance the time available.the sophistication required on the robots constructed should balance the time available.

Students liked the course. Students liked the course. They judged it asThey judged it as::

interesting, creative, different (with a positive meaning) from other courses,interesting, creative, different (with a positive meaning) from other courses,

‘‘it took us a lot of time but it was worthyit took us a lot of time but it was worthy’’ as one student explicitly wrote. as one student explicitly wrote.

Even some of the negative aspects they were provoked by the questionnaireEven some of the negative aspects they were provoked by the questionnaire’’s structure to write may bes structure to write may be

considered as positive remarks, for example studentsconsidered as positive remarks, for example students’’ comments about the worst characteristics of the guidance. comments about the worst characteristics of the guidance.

No differentiation between girls and boys:No differentiation between girls and boys:

similar achievements and marks obtained,similar achievements and marks obtained,

similar  involvement as similar  involvement as ‘‘programmersprogrammers’’ or constructors or constructors’’ or otherwise, or otherwise,

No apparent sex differentiation on the groups the students had formed,No apparent sex differentiation on the groups the students had formed,

 they included all  girls or all boys as well as mixed groups. they included all  girls or all boys as well as mixed groups.
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Some Comments (Some Comments (analysis still going onanalysis still going on)) (continued) (continued)::

The self-esteem of the students towards Science and Technology has increased:The self-esteem of the students towards Science and Technology has increased:

they feel confident that they could manage a similar teaching in schoolthey feel confident that they could manage a similar teaching in school

with themselves as teachers.with themselves as teachers.

An explicit objective of the course that may explain, to some extent, the origin of the (negativelyAn explicit objective of the course that may explain, to some extent, the origin of the (negatively

perceived) comment perceived) comment ‘‘no praise on our effortsno praise on our efforts’’..

Relation to the school curriculum:Relation to the school curriculum:

students have, in general, the opinion a similar course can be incorporated into schoolsstudents have, in general, the opinion a similar course can be incorporated into schools

even most of the negative answers accept this possibility on the fulfilment of some conditions.even most of the negative answers accept this possibility on the fulfilment of some conditions.

Although this cannot be considered as Although this cannot be considered as ‘‘expertsexperts’’ opinion opinion’’ it is noticeable moreover as the it is noticeable moreover as the

students who had attended the course had some school experience through their school practicestudents who had attended the course had some school experience through their school practice

courses.courses.
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Conclusion:Conclusion:

The test teaching was successfulThe test teaching was successful

We plan to include this course into the undergraduate curriculum We plan to include this course into the undergraduate curriculum on a regular basis.on a regular basis.

possibly in connection with actual school teaching.possibly in connection with actual school teaching.

A view from The University of Crete campus at Rethimno - Thank you
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